
2092 – Barley Mow – 20/01/19 

 
It was only just back in November when we run from the Old Beams. Now its closed!!!! What did 
the Mini to the pub!!!! 
 
One less venue for a run, shame. 
 
Meanwhile, it’s the Barley Mow today. No room in the car park. So we set the motor down on the 
muddy road junction triangle and hope we don’t get stuck with only front wheel drive. 
Banger seems to be taking over K9’s mantel and is hare again today. 
 
Runaway Jane takes the Mini off left whilst the Main gets sent straight into boggy ground. Try to 
avoid the shooting dogs training but that’s not going to happen as Banger takes us a full 360 
around their training camp before chasing our way back through the fields full of Mini runners. 
No Hurseley today so we should be back to normal. Nope, the youngsters have been shown they 
can run faster so that’s what’s happening again today. 
 
We finally catch up in the woods. But that doesn’t last for long. 
We let the fit ones go off to find the trail, especially down hill when it stays up high. Newby lady 
has brought her young son whose doing an impression of Grocers younglings, much to a lot of 
puffing from Wurzle in his attempt to keep up with him. 
 
Lots of one blob checks, which scatter the front runners, so that I finally find a trail on my own. 
Yeah, but this only means that I find the first fish hook, boo, so Ram, Wurzle, fancy car man and 
I have jog back, luckily not too far. 
 
Wheeze and Golden Shower help lead us up to the iron age mound thingy for a Banger regroup. 
We were having none of that, we wanted to be on the other side of the lump cause we want to 
look at the view. 
 
Back down to the main road but not across, we loop around to the lair of the mud monster. 
Bladder Adder gets caught by the leg but escapes. We set up position to catch any other unwary 
runner. The first lot are astute and run around the trap. However, light foot Bianca can’t have 
sobered up from last night and goes straight for the trap. Camera poised we are ready for the 
shot of the century, click! So what do I get , all I get is the saggy bottom of TP filling the screen. 
You can’t teach that kind of timing. 
 
Long “straight on” stretch through the woods until we come across a Horse in a field who looked 
lonely. 
 
Out onto the road to do some trail finding up a bridle way. Whilst I do this I miss the others 
feeling the need to run around a fish pond. Just to be a bit more surreal, it was the wrong fish 
pond, according to Banger, to run around, that was for later! Ram claims he did this 
circumnavigation as a matter of stating his mad hood. 
 
Finally a sign for the On Inn at a cross road. Can’t see the pub, nor the big road sign I was 
standing under pointing the way home. 
 
So, Cold day, archaeological sites, mud traps, photo bombing, fish ponds and Brexit chatting dog 
trainers 
 



So what did you think? 
On On  

 


